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NEWS | Soulful

STUDENT LIFE | Olympians

SPORTS | Blazing Start

USU students celebrate Black History
Month with their own culinary history.

USU has its own brand of Olympians on
campus.

USU softball and women’s tennis each start
the season with strong play.

see PAGE 2

see PAGE 4

TORREY GREEN
By Alison Berg
NEWS STAFF WRITER

The past year has been a rollercoaster of emotions for Torrey Jordan Green, a former USU
student and linebacker for the football team.
Green first made headlines in April 2016
when he signed a free agent contract with the
Atlanta Falcons — one of seven Aggies to either be drafted or sign free agent contracts
with the National Football League teams
during the 2016 NFL draft process.
Green, who has nine siblings, grew up in Rubidoux, California — a town of approximately
34,000 people located near the Riverside area
in the southern part of the state.
JJ Mosher, Green’s high school football
coach, described Rubidoux as a “poor, low-income town ... but (with) great, small town
people.”
Green studied journalism and communication at USU and achieved several accomplishments on and off the football field.
As a reporter on Aggie TV news, a news station run by broadcast journalism students,
Green won a student Emmy — along with the
rest of his fellow classmates.
However, Green never accepted the Emmy,
nor did he suit up for the Falcons in Super
Bowl 51. That’s because the Falcons released
Green in August after accusations of sexual
assault during his time at USU came to light.
Mosher said he and Green sat together,
shocked as they read the article published by
The Salt Lake Tribune, which laid out the accusations of four women.
Mosher said Green confirmed he had engaged in sexual relations with the alleged victims, but insisted the encounters were all consensual. Mosher believes Green has been
wrongfully accused, and he’s not alone in that
sentiment.
Green is described by those who knew him
while he was growing up as a devout Christian.
“Torrey is a man of God. He is driven by his
faith in God each and every day, despite any-

thing and everything,” said Samantha McCarver, a childhood friend of Green’s.
McCarver also said Green was very charitable and caring about others.
“He constantly puts others before himself
and wants to see others succeed just as much,
if not more than he would like to succeed
himself,” she said.
Green told Mosher he was surprised because
Kendall Olsen — the Logan City Police detective who investigated the case, told Green
he “saw what kind of person he was and knew
he couldn’t be capable of something like this.”
Many who knew Green enjoyed his presence
and have faith in his innocence, including his
family, who declined to comment for this story.
“That’s definitely not the Torrey I knew,” said
Kyra De’Nae, a high school friend of Green’s.
“He was shy and respectful, not like the other
boys.”
In addition, those who knew Green through
USU’s journalism program also thought highly of him.
“I thought he was really funny … I didn’t
think he’d ever do that,” said Chris Campbell,
a former USU student who had several journalism classes with Green.
Campbell shared a story in which he and
Green worked together on a project in their
introduction to video class.
The idea of the project was to create a basic
video introducing yourself and answering a
few questions. However, Campbell wanted to
be creative in the video so he invited Torrey to
participate.
“I wanted to make a video where Torrey kidnapped me, I wake up and Torrey is me in the
future — which seems ridiculous because Torrey looks nothing like me,” Campbell said.
Campbell was nervous Green would decline
to participate and think the project was was
dumb, “but he was really willing and nice
about it,” Campbell said.
Campbell also thought Green “always said
funny things on camera,” and he was excited
when Green signed with the Falcons.

see PAGE 6

The life before
the jumpsuit

PHOTO BY John Zsiray, Herald Journal
Torrey Green appears in court with his lawyer, Skye Lazaro, on Oct. 25.

Green is facing seven charges of rape, forcible
sex abuse and aggravated kidnapping. He will
be heard in 1st District Court March 29-31,
and is being held in the Cache County Jail until then.
Green’s publicist, Zack Teperman, and his attorney, Skye Lazaro, said in a statement they
“maintain that once all the facts and new evidence comes out in court, our client will be

found innocent of the allegations against
him.”
Lazaro said she plans to discuss the media’s
role in the case, because five more women
came forward after The Salt Lake Tribune’s
original story.
— alisonberg28@gmail.com
@alison__berg

Cache Valley air hits decade Can idling cars be stopped by young
high for fine particulate matter citizens? Logan leaders hope so
By Eddie Collins
UTAH STATE NEWS SERVICE

The concentration of fine particulate matter
in the air reached a high of 102.6 micrograms
per cubic meter on Friday — a level of unhealthiness that even those in often-smoggy
Cache County haven’t experienced in a long
time.
“I don’t think we’ve had levels that high in
probably 12 years,” said Josh Greer, the air
quality program manager at Bear River Health
Department. “Best way I can categorize it is
definitely unhealthy; doesn’t really matter who
you are.”
The levels of particulate matter 2.5, which is
responsible for the decreased visibility and
general toxicity of the ambient air, were nearly
triple the Environmental Protection Agency’s
standard for allowable concentration.
PM2.5 is particularly dangerous due to its
ability to penetrate deep into a person’s lungs,
causing serious health issues for anyone with
prolonged exposure, especially to high concentrations.
“We have roughly 100,000 vehicles here that
fill up the narrow, deep valley with pollutants,”
said Roger Coulombe, a toxicology professor

at Utah State University. “Chemicals that are
emitted from those create our problem.”
Periods of cold, stagnant air are able to easily
trap pollutants in the valley, according to Coulombe, and people who are affected rely heavily on storms to break up the stagnation and
provide a clean slate for the air.
The frigid conditions of late January and early February are gone, at least for the time being, and forecasts don’t indicate a repeat of
Friday’s haze any time soon.
“If we can keep it a little bit warmer, maybe
with a little bit of air movement and moisture,
we’re probably not going to get quite as bad as
before,” Greer said.
Cache Valley is expected to have good air
quality for the next few days, without any restricted actions.
Residents of Cache Valley can access regular
air quality updates and historical information
on the Utah Department of Environmental
Quality’s website.
— www.usns.usu.edu

By Matilyn Mortensen
UTAH STATE NEWS SERVICE

Logan city leaders and volunteers are working to improve air quality by educating residents about the effects of idling — and they’re
starting by taking small steps with young allies.
“Early on we were looking for this silver bullet or this grand thing that’s going to improve
our air quality,” said Paul Rogers, a community
volunteer. “Well, it’s now become clear, I think
to all parties, that it’s going to take a lot of
little fixes to improve our air quality.”
One “fix” is the 2014 amendment to the Logan anti-idling ordinance. This made it illegal
to idle a vehicle for longer than two minutes in
temperatures above zero degrees — something
that tends to happen a lot around schools as
parents wait to pick up their children.
To combat this, Rogers is working with the
Logan City School District, and alongside
other volunteers, to put up signs informing
drivers of the anti-idling ordinance.
Educational programs and materials will be
available as well.
Ideally the anti-idling awareness will extend
beyond parents driving children to and from

school to other areas of the community, Rogers said.
“Immediately the impact is the school —
clean up the air right outside the school,” Rogers said. “But there are sort of secondary
spinoffs. One would hope that education goes
home with the parents.”
Logan Councilman Herm Olsen is hoping
children will help encourage their parents to
think about the pollution caused by idling.
When school kids catch on “that cars running, running, burning, burning, exhausting,
exhausting, day after day in the pick-up zones
really will affect them,” Olsen said, “I think the
kids then become the motivating factor to say,
‘Mom, if we’re going to be here five minutes,
turn it off.’”
Ending idling in school parking lots may not
change the air quality from a red day to a green
day, Olsen acknowledged. However, he said
this is one of many small changes that can add
up to improving the air.
“If we start riding the buses more, and driving our cars less, that helps,” Olsen said. “If we
carpool, that helps. If we handle five errands in
one trip, instead of five separate trips, that
helps. There just isn’t one thing.”
— www.usns.usu.edu
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USUSA BLOTTER
U TA H S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y S T U D E N T A S S O C I AT I O N

Notes from the USUSA meeting on Feb. 14.
Meetings are held on Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in
the Senate Chambers located in the Taggart
Student Center, and are open to all students.

1. Diversity and Clubs Vice President Luis
Armenta approved the creation of two new
clubs: an international studies club and a
Lutheran campus ministry club.

2. The second Moonlight and Music event will
be held tonight from 7-9 p.m. in the Hub and
will feature Mojave Nomads.
3. Blue Crew delivered 250 Valentine’s Grams
throughout Cache Valley on Tuesday

in honor of Valentine’s Day.
4. USUSA is creating a new mental health
week committee. This committee will specifically oversee all mental health issues and will
plan mental health week.

‘Let’s talk’

Logan Islamic Center welcomes visitors with new event series
sociopolitical situation we have here in the

U.S.,” said Andreas Febrian, president of the

By Katherine Taylor
NEWS WRITER

Logan Islamic Center committee. “I personally

The Logan Islamic Center is opening up their

doors and welcoming locals to get to know the
basics of Islam with a new monthly event
called “Let’s Talk.”

students’ curiosity, the large and unpredictable

number of visiting students was overwhelming.
“Our target participant is actually USU

don’t care about that. A lot of people have

students. It’s been a little out of control, not

plan. So why worry?”

“we decided to invite them all to come and

concern, but life will go on, and God has a
According to Febrian, the problem the center

hopes to address isn’t a hostile community, it’s

knowing when they are coming,” Febrian said.
have a more organized event.”

The event featured several speakers, includ-

beautiful, and I want to hopefully share that,”

Guymon said, elaborating on which aspects of
the faith were most meaningful to him. “Just

the love. The love of god and the love of others
is a vital key to Islam.”

Guymon and other event organizers taught

about basic concepts of Islam, including the six
pillars of Islam and the concept of jihad, which
is often misunderstood.

“It’s the same set of principles that guide

everything that you do in your life,” said

Ayman Alafifi, who spoke at the event. “The

way you behave toward your fellow muslims
and non-muslims — human beings.”

Speakers later answered questions from

visitors. Some asked about prayer, others about
why muslim women cover their hair or how
muslims perceive their relationship to God.

Each was answered, and Guymon showed the
group one of the first prayers he learned.

While teaching the group, Guymon paused,

faltering for a moment as the crowd hushed.
Fellow speaker Mubarak Ukashat reminded

him, saying the first word of the next phrase.
There were pauses like this throughout the

night, when the mosque grew quiet as questions were asked and misconceptions were
addressed.

According to USU professor Bonnie

Glass-Coffin, who spoke at the event, these

moments are pivotal to interfaith understanding.

“If you are going to bathe in the waters of

interfaith cooperation, you have to be ready to
PHOTO BY Katherine Taylor
USU anthropology professor Bonnie Glass-Coffin addresses the group gathered at the first “Let’s Talk” event at the Logan Islamic Center on Feb. 13, 2017.

Though the first event, held Feb. 13, coincid-

ed with news coverage of the executive order
banning travel from several muslim-majority

countries, event organizers said it was unrelated. “This has nothing to do with the current

actually the opposite: an outpouring of visitors
from Utah State.

For some classes, students are asked to visit a

mosque. While the Islamic center welcomes

visitors to their services and encourages the

ing Shane Guymon, a recent convert to Islam.
For Guymon, it’s an opportunity to share the
side of Islam that he saw as a new convert.
“There are a lot of misconceptions about

get wet,” she said, quoting Eboo Patel, founder
of the Interfaith Youth Core. “Now more than
ever before, we need to get to know our
neighbors of all faith traditions.”

— katherinetaylor@aggiemail.usu.edu

Islam, but that’s not the Islam that I found. It’s

Not your mom’s macaroni and cheese

Soul food staples cultivate community at USU

about who was the strongest. The smell of
By Morgan Pratt
OPINION CONTENT MANAGER

The Utah State University men’s basketball

game blared on the TV as four USU students

lounged on the couches, watching. They joked

homemade mac and cheese filled the air. A flag
bearing the Yik Yak symbol hung on the wall
next to a photo of five friends smiling at the
camera.

“These girls are my best friends; they’re my

family,” said Jeunée Roberts, a graduate

student, as she stirred together a thick cheese
mix and noodles.

She was making a special soul food mac and

cheese recipe which was featured at USU’s

Black Student Union’s Soul Food Dinner. “This
is black history month happening right here,”
Roberts said, referring to the impromptu

gathering that happened at her house once her

friends found out that she was baking mac and
cheese that night.

This is how they grew up, Roberts said.

Somebody is always in the kitchen while

others are laughing or watching a game, which
see “Soul Food” PAGE 3
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Rain, rain, go away

Excess water causes flooded basements, clogged drainage pipes
Olsen said she was glad her and her grand-

By Bobbee Russell
NEWS WRITER

Logan City released multiple statements Feb.

10 through Feb. 12 telling Smithfield, Hyde

Park, Nibley, North Logan, Providence, River

Heights and Utah State University residents to
be conservative with their water use.

Flows going into the sewage system are two

to three times the amount they usually are.
It was also advised not to pump storm or

groundwater into any personal pumps or
manholes.

“Any efforts to help in this matter will help

avoid problems with your homes,” the city said
via Facebook.

A press release from Cache County stated

there had been several road closures, including
“multiple roads that washed out or (were)
structurally compromised.”

Alyssa Olsen, a junior studying sociology,

helped her grandmother dry out their flooded
basement.

A rain gutter on the roof, which was clogged

with mud, caused all the excess water. Olsen

and her grandmother had to vacuum the carpet
every 45 minutes to prevent water from
seeping through.

They used fans as another source to dry the

mother’s neighbors were able to help, as well.
“Once we get this all figured out and fix the

leak, we shouldn’t have any more problems,”
Olsen said.

AJ Vukich, a junior studying business

administration, had a similar experience.

Vukich’s roommate discovered 1.5 inches of

water on the floor of his closet. He suspected

there was a leak coming from the top but later
found out the water was coming from the
ground.

Snow and ice buildup in the drains outside

their rented house on 400 East made their
rooms resemble puddles.

Catalyst Property Management was contacted

for help to improve the situation and photo-

graphs were taken for the homeowner so that a
decision could be made about the restoration
process.

Vukich and his roommates are leaving the

restoration up to management.

“We haven’t vacuumed or anything but we

picked up stuff off the floor,” Vukich said. “My

roommate had a ton of clothes on the floor that
were sopping wet.”

— b96russell@gmail.com
@bjr24601

carpet and prevent mold.

“You get that black mold in your house and

it’s not safe to live there,” Olsen said.

Olsen and her grandmother were surprised

by all the water in their home.

PHOTO COURTESY OF AJ Vukich
Rooms in AJ Vukich’s house were flooded, some with over an inch of water, as a result of snow and ice buildup in drains outside the
residence.

“We are not in a flood zone. Apparently the

west side of Logan is the wetlands,” Olsen said.

“Soul Food” FROM PAGE 2
is reminiscent of slave times. Dinnertime was
one time during the day to be together as a

family “for at least one minute,” Roberts said.
The tradition of the family lounging around

the living room was not the only thing that
was passed down to her. Roberts, who was

born in the Caribbean and grew up in New

York, learned about the recipe from her mom,
who learned it from her mom.

“It’s a family thing,” Roberts said. “You could

come home from school knowing there is a hot
plate of food waiting for you.”

Now Roberts is an adult, she’s taken on the

She said it’s not a meal you eat if you’re

role of a cook and she regularly feeds her best

on a diet.

friends — or as she calls it her “Logan family.”

“This segment of the interview just ain’t for

“Everybody knows that my house is the food

you,” Roberts said. “But if you’re not on a diet,

house,” she said. “They’ll ask ‘Nee, you

feel free to stop by for some of it.”

cooking?’” The answer is always yes.

Soul food is rejuvenating, Roberts said,

She said she wishes she could make soul

especially because things “have been crazy”

food every day, because soul food — like her

lately. It’s been hard for her to watch the news

mom’s mac and cheese recipe — is the type of

and see Donald Trump as president and to see

food that brings people together.

people be barred from entering the country

“Soul food means that you’re about to eat

based on their nationality.

some food that makes you feel fantastic,” she

Regardless of not supporting the conserva-

said. “You eat something good, it better

tive political movement, Roberts said progress

touches your soul.”

continues.

She said she’s felt empowered by the

millions of people from different walks of life

thoughts,” she said. “People have no choice
but to get together and build up.”

Thanks to all of the rallies, it’s perfect time

to celebrate Black History Month. For Roberts,
Black History Month is a time when she can

live in an unadulterated fashion. It gives her
the liberation to hold her head even higher,
she said

“It’s the best thing for me to be a black

female,” she said. “It makes me different. It

makes me unique. It makes me loved. It makes
me hate it. I’m OK with all of those things.
When I look in the mirror, I’m OK.”

— morgan.pratt.robinson@gmail.com
@morgpratt

who joined together to make a stand against
the president.

SUMMER

“People have become unified in their

PHOTO BY Morgan Pratt
Jeunée Roberts bakes her family ‘s soul food mac and cheese recipe for her friends to celebrate Black History Month.

STUDY ABROAD!
Visit various sites throughout the country to
expand the British literary knowledge of all
those involved.
May 14-27 in England, preceded by two
weeks of broadcast meetings and followed
by three weeks of online work.
$3,000 plus airfare.
Email Dr. Alan Blackstock at
alan.blackstock@usu.edu

Apply online:
globalengagement.usu.edu
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O lympians at USU
By Dillan Passmoore
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

It is within the soul of every person to be great.

There is an inward clarion call to give and to
grow — to be a part of something bigger than
oneself.

Many answer the call through personal achieve-

ment, but several students at Utah State University have turned outward and served in the uni-

said, “but generally realize pretty quick that

of delegations. He oversees the

we’re all humans with more similarities

the many activities and ser-

than differences with the ability to help

vices the charter offers,

each other.”

including bowling,

Another perk Phillips experienced

swimming,

from the program was meeting his

track

and field, bocce ball

wife, who was a volunteer coach
at a Special Olympic swim meet.
Stratt Caputo is the pro-

Even with the smaller time commitment, stu-

dent-volunteers reported a sense of fulfillment.

“From week to week, you see these athletes

purpose of the program

self confidence, in their dedication. I think for a

athletes out and seen in the

Alexander Cook, the program’s director of

community and helping them

to something larger. It’s one of the best things

styles. In doing this,

live healthy active life-

games, said “I’m trying to make my contribution

hosted at the University.

grow and their skills develop,” Caputo said.

is inclusion — getting the

versity’s Special Olympic charter.

swim, and track and field competitions that are

and a cheer program.

Caputo said that the

gram’s current head

days for competitions, including the regional

the participants find

that I’ve done at USU. No regrets. I wish I

a sense of fulfill-

would have done it sooner.”

ment.

Chris Phillips, currently an electronic and

“You see a measurable rise in their score, rise in

lot of our coaches, that’s really what keeps them
coming back.”

Bella Pritchett, head of the Olympics’ cheer

program and a freshman at USU, said she abso-

lutely loves the program and it changed her life
for the better.

The cheer team Pritchett coaches is unique. It

is one of the few Special Olympic cheer

squads in the region. Last semes-

information technology accessibility coor-

ter, the squad was comprised

dinator at USU, helped restart the

of

USU Special Olympic charter in

“The Scotsman” at events. Pritchett

The 22-year-old Idaho native had

knew Caputo through work. When Ca-

experience with the special olympic

puto found out Bella did cheer in high school

program in high school. Phillips’s two

brothers, Dallin and Patrick, have special

Caputo

needs and were athletes in the program. “I had

said

volunteering

with Special Olympics was differ-

that experience with Special Olympics and just
thought that it would be a great opportunity for

ent because, “when you volunteer

to have those connections and relationships,”

always see your direct results.

He said his experiences with the program were

rect results immediately.”

“A huge benefit of the program is the friend-

give is relatively small. With

with like a food drive, you don’t

campus and for a lot of athletes with disabilities

Within this you see your di-

Phillips said.

nothing short of life-changing.

of serving others who are different,” Phillips

These

athletes and often perform

first head of delegations.

ple might come into the program with the idea

athletes.

cheerleaders assist fellow

1999. He served as the program’s

ship opportunities it creates. Sometimes, peo-

eight

PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
An Olympian celebrates his bowling skills while bowling during the USU Special Olympics
event in January.

and that his current cheer head coach couldn’t

continue with the program, Stratt recruited Bel-

la as the new head cheer coach. She started in

fall 2016 and hopes to continue volunteering till
she graduates.

Pritchett said the program does a lot of good

for its participants.

“It’s not just cheerleading, if they can cheer

The time the volunteers

they can do more things,” she said, “it helps

a couple of hours each week

(cheer) is like a super insignificant thing that’s

dedicated to coaching and

supporting athletes and a few

them learn how to get job skills. Even though
mostly for fun, it builds their confidence,” she

see “Olympians” PAGE 7

USU BEST BUDDIES
Friends through service

By Shelby Stoor
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER

Best Buddies is one of the many organizations

hosted by the Val R. Christensen Service Center

Kelso said.

Kelso first joined Best Buddies because of her

experience with family members who have
IDD.

“I have a lot of family members with IDD. My

at Utah State University. In Best Buddies, col-

aunt is fully wheelchair bound and I have two

intellectual or developmental disabilities (IDD)

high school. Those experiences were probably

lege students are paired with individuals with

cousins with autism who I nannied all through

for monthly friendship activities.

why I picked best buddies out of all of the other

For the February activity, the USU Best Bud-

dies chapter hosted their annual Valentine’s

organizations,” Kelso said.

As part of her responsibilities, Kelso approves

dance Feb 8. The Heart Day Hullabaloo was a

the calendar at the beginning of the year. With-

dies.

tivities this year to be on her birthday.

Best Buddies organization for USU. Her main

on my birthday. So I spent my birthday at Best

Student Director for the Huntsman ProSales Pro-

smoothly.

another buddy who I share a birthday with,”

Manager for the creative company Denik, LLC.

tivities go as planned, people do their jobs and

afterwards, so many buddies came up to wish

complaints and when a college student isn’t fol-

I don’t know that that would happen. I wouldn’t

big hit for both college students and their bud-

out realizing it, Kelso approved one of the ac-

Brett Reynolds is a senior studying Marketing &

“I didn’t realize that the November event was

Business Administration at Utah State. He is the

responsibility is to ensure that everything runs

Buddies and the whole crowd sang to me and

gram, a member of the HMA, and the Brand

“I make sure everything goes well and the ac-

Kelso said. “Nearly all of them know me and so

Makaila Kelso is the current director of the

everyone is having a good time. I deal with the

lowing through with being a buddy, then I re-

match them and do all of the not so fun things,”

STUDENTS, YOU AREN’T A PRODUCT. BUT

me a happy birthday. In a normal environment,

YOU ARE A BRAND.

want to spend my birthday anywhere else.”

is strengthened. When a product is unsuccess-

see “Buddies” PAGE 5

When a product is successful, the brand name

ful, the brand name is damaged. Some brands

continue to develop, continue to entertain, or
continue to inform, while other brands sit still
and slowly fade away.

You’ve heard about the importance of a com-

pany brand but have you stopped to think
about your personal brand? Don’t let your GPA
and degree be your brand.

Students spend their academic career stress-

ing because of GPA. Nothing is more satisfying
to a student than seeing an “A” on a final test.

Professors also spend their careers stressing the

importance of being in the top 20%, and peers
compare test and assignment scores almost daily.

The truth is, business owners and hiring man-

agers don’t really care about GPA, sometimes.
GPA is just one small part of your brand. Your
brand is what business owners and hiring man-

Don’t just think, write. Name 10 attributest
you would want others to see in you. For exam-h

ple, High Quality, Bold, Passionate, Educated,b
Free-Thinker, Stylish, Creative, Leader, Orga-n
nized, Goes Above and Beyond the Norm.

NETWORK WITH PROFESSIONALS THAT IN-o

SPIRE YOU:

Brady Murray, the President/CEO at Mass-f
Mutual Financial Group – Intermountain West,f
said, “You become the books that you read andf

the people you surround yourself with.” At
smaller company trying to grow will focus onu

brand awareness, and brand awareness hap-c
pens by collaboration with influencers andc

leaders in the industry. Similarly, you can growh

your personal brand awareness by making ana
extended effort to reach out to people that inspire your vision.

SHOW AND TELL:

c

Don’t hide. If your brand inspires or adds val-w
ue to others, there is no shame in amplifying it.i

Market yourself and be heard. Use tools likem

LinkedIn, Social Media, WordPress and Medi-i
um to market your brand. Speak up, talk to ev-a
eryone and be seen.

m
Go above and beyond in building your person-a

al brand. Don’t allow your brand to be just your

agers really care about. Is your brand relying

GPA or just your degree. Unexpected opportu-t
nities will be there waiting, but only once youfi

turns out, Leadership and high-quality work ex-

w

on your degree and GPA to be successful? As it
PHOTO PROVIDED BY Best Buddies
Buddies dance at their annual dance in the TSC ballroom.

LIST YOUR VISION:

perience are what hiring managers value most.
How can you build your personal brand?

reach.

— brettreynolds126@gmail.com
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During the summer of 2016, I had the opportunity to nanny
two little girls in Terrassa, Spain. This photo was taken at
Park Guell in Barcelona.
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— Sydney Oliver, Statesman Photographer
“Buddies” FROM PAGE 4
Kelso has been involved with the Best Buddies

organization ever since she was a freshman.
She has gone from being a normal member, to

the VP over activities and events, to her current
position as the director of the program.

“After day one, you can’t leave. I was com-

pletely sold and I hope to continue doing this
after college,” she said.

Jessica Bartholomew is the vice president of

fundraising for the Best Buddies organization.
Up until this month, they’ve had all of their

supplies for their activities donated by local
businesses.

“We were actually in debt at the beginning of

sthe school year. So for every activity we had to

have everything donated. I go around to local
,businesses and see what they are willing to do-

nate,” she said.

Best Buddies has also done some fundraising

of their own right here on campus.

“In December the week before finals, we did a

fundraiser selling hot chocolate and a pastry
,for a dollar in the library. We got a lot of money

from that and a lot of people came,” Bar-

tholomew said. “Then Jace Goodwin contacted
nus to see if it would be okay if all of the pro-

ceeds they had from the banquet for arts week
dcome to Best Buddies. From fundraising, we’ve

whad more opportunities to make people aware
nand they’re willing to donate more.”
Bartholomew chose to do Best Buddies be-

cause she loves to serve others.

“I’m studying special education and I’ve al-

ways loved working with individuals with phys.ical and mental disabilities. I wanted to get

more involved and have more experience work-

ing with individuals who have disabilities. But I

also love to serve others because it is what

makes me the happiest. It’s so rewarding to be

able to give back and to be able to be involved.”

Bartholomew’s favorite experience from her

time in the organization happened on her very
ufirst day.
“The first time that I picked up my buddy, we

were just sitting in the car and she asked me

about my best friend. When I returned the

question to her, she was like, ‘probably you.’ I

just love how loving they are towards everyone.

You could literally have just met them but

they’re gonna be your best friend,” Bartholomew said. “They’ll tell you the things you

Beecher works four days a week as a sign wa-

ver for Liberty Tax, and spends his spare time

the Best Buddies program during her first se-

“I’d like to still stay involved but I also work. A

that she has had so far with her buddy, Sarah.

with Best Buddies.

love, the things they hate. It’s so easy to talk to

lot of the times where I have to plan things

easy association and great friendship.”

I’ve been able to work and still come do Best

them and it’s just normal. It becomes such an
Bartholomew believes that people should join

the program because of the relationships and
close friendships they are able to build.

“I think I would say just come to an activity

and see what it is like. It may seem intimidating

mester at USU. She has loved the experiences
“Last month was my favorite because the Poly-

around my work schedule,” he said. “But so far,

nesian Student Union came and danced for us.

Buddies. One thing that I did worry about, is

time, I went to her house and we colored and

that when I started working is that I wouldn’t
be as involved. It’s nice that I can be involved
with the Best Buddies and still work too.”

Not only does Beecher have a buddy, but he

and people aren’t really sure what to do. Come

gets to serve as a leader in the program as the

way you would anyone else,” Bartholomew

“A couple of months ago I was able to go down

to the activity, be yourself and treat them the

Freshman, Adalyn Nicholls got involved with

Sarah and I were just super giggly. Another
we’ve been to the movies once. We haven’t

done tons, but I make sure to just call her every

once in awhile if we don’t get a chance to hang
out,” Nicholls said.

Nicholls believes that Best Buddies has some-

buddy director.

thing to offer for everyone. She said if a student

said.

to a training in Salt Lake for the Best Buddies

shouldn’t be.

build new relationships, they also have the

ter that training they announced we are ambas-

cons. There’s just only good things about it. It’s

nice because when you’re with best buddies

warding. We have super fun activities and it’s

Not only do student have the opportunity to

chance to make themselves better in a variety
of ways. Kelso has had the chance over the
years to see all that are involved become more
effective leaders.

“I’ve seen people grow as leaders. Half of the

room doesn’t care what you look like or what
you say. You please 50% of the room just by

being there. I think it is really easy for leaders

Ambassadors. It was a really good training. Af-

sadors. Right now, I am the buddy director. It’s
you have opportunities to expand your curriculum through trainings,” he said.

Each buddy pair gets to hang out twice a

month. Once at the organized activity, and once
on their own time.

was hesitant about joining, they definitely
“I would tell them that it’s all pros and no

not even that time consuming and it’s super re-

fun for them and they love you and appreciate
a friend so much,” Nicholls said.

— shelbstoor11@aggiemail.usu.edu
@shelbstoor11

to grow in that environment,” said Kelso.

Bartholomew agrees that being involved with

Best Buddies allows students the chance to gain
some important qualities.

“I feel like people gain a lot of patience and

acceptance. People become more accepting of
everyone. It’s such a loving environment that
everyone is comfortable,” Bartholomew said.

Greg Beecher has been involved with Best

Buddies for the past four years. He loves the
opportunity that it has given him to build relationships.

“One thing that I really like is that they match

you up with a college buddy. You actually do

get a real, true friendship out of that. It’s funny
with me, because for four years, I’ve actually
been with the same person. Which I like be-

cause it takes away the wait and you already
know them,” Beecher said. “It’s one of the best
programs I’ve been involved with since I’ve

been in Logan. You can have a true friendship
with a college buddy. The way it’s set up it just
an awesome program.”

PHOTO PROVIDED BY Best Buddies
Best Buddies is a program run through the Val R. Christensen Service Center.
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Aggie softball off to hot start
By Sean Coghlan
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

Utah State’s softball team opened their
season in Fullerton, Calif. where the
Aggies won four of their first five games
last weekend. The Aggies, attending the
Easton Invitational, beat host California
State at Fullerton, among three other
teams, by a total run differential of 23-12.
Their sole loss came against Loyola
Marymount, 3-1, in the final game of their
road trip.
At 4-1, the Aggies recorded their best
opening tournament record since 2010.
Utah State played two games on Friday,
opening with a pair of wins against Pacific
University (5-3) and North Dakota State
(2-1). Senior pitcher April Brown went six
inning against Pacific and tallied five
strikeouts. Pacific was the first to score in
the top of the fifth inning, but the Aggies
would outscore them 5-1 through the
remaining innings.
Senior second/third baseman Victoria
Saucedo launched a home run against
Pacific, tying her for second all-time on
Utah State’s home run leaderboard.
The match-up against North Dakota State
went to an eighth inning, and the Aggies
were able to win on a string of errors and
a wild pitch. Freshman pitcher Kellie
White pitched all eight innings for the
Aggies.
“Overall, I’m really proud of how this
team fought today. They really play for
each other and that showed as we rallied
in both games to start out 2-0,” said Utah
State head coach Steve Johnson.
Saturday was Utah State’s day to shine.
The Aggies beat Loyola Marymount and
Cal State Fullerton by scores of 9-5 and
7-3, respectively.
Against Loyola Marymount, the Aggies
out-hit the Lions 11-4. Despite a five-run
fifth inning posted by Loyola, Utah State
held on to win 9-5.

PHOTO COURTESY OF Utah State Athletics

The Aggies then faced host Fullerton in
an afternoon game. White pitched her
second complete game in as many days,
recording three strikeouts and throwing
112 pitches.
“I can’t say enough great things about the
way Kellie took the ball in that situation
and just wanted it,” Johnson said.
The Aggies would close their weekend
series Sunday against Loyola, falling 3-1.
The winning runs would come in the

bottom of the first inning, after a two-run
home run. The Aggies avoided a shutout
by scoring their sole run in the top of the
seventh inning.
Through their first five games, senior first
baseman Paxton Provost leads the Aggies
with seven hits, and seniors Amanda
Sheets (outfielder) and Sydney Hart
(catcher) are tied for runs batted in
White had a stellar weekend, recording

team-bests in: ERA (1.87), wins (2), and
innings pitched (15).
Utah State will go on to Riverside, Calif.
to take part in the Amy S. Harrison Classic,
where they will play another five games
over the three-day weekend period.
March 17th is the first home game for
the Aggies as they open a three-game
series against UNLV.
— sdcoghlan@yahoo.com

USU women’s tennis improves to 5-2
By Jaden Johnson
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

The Utah State women’s tennis team is
set to return home to face Grand Canyon
University Saturday at 11 a.m. at the
Sports Academy and Racquet Club.
Utah State returns to Logan following a
two-game Colorado road trip, the Aggies
first road trip of the season. The team
split its matches during the stretch,
defeating Colorado College 7-0, and
falling to University of Colorado 4-2.
Grand Canyon, just three games into its
season, currently sits at 1-2, its most
recent match coming as a 2-5 loss against
Northern Arizona on Friday. While USU
will have a week off before the meeting,
Saturday will be the third match of the
week for the Antelopes.
The Aggies enter the match boasting a
5-2 overall record this season, 4-1 in
home matches. Their lone home loss of
the season came two weeks ago against
SEC foe Missouri.
This will be just the second meeting
all-time between the two teams. The
previous meeting came last season where
Utah State came away victorious, defeating Grand Canyon 5-2 in Logan.
Following the match, the Aggies will hit
the road for over a month before they
return home to begin Mountain West
Conference play at the end of March.
Fans not in attendance can follow the
match live via a video stream and live
stats at utahstateaggies.com.
— jadencrockettjohnson@gmail.com

PHOTO COURTESY OF Utah State Athletics
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PHOTOS BY Matt Halton
Utah State fell at home to San Diego State 66-62, Wednesday night. The loss dropped the Aggies to 5-9 in conference play .

“Olympians” FROM PAGE 3
said.

One athlete whose life has been recently im-

pacted by the program is Jeff Hansen. Hansen

was involved with a Special Olympic in his 20s,

but stopped being involved. Recently, Hansen

helped me get along with other athletes. My favorite part is just having a good time.”

Right now, the program hosts 42 athletes and

around 30 volunteers. Caputo’s hope is to get

enough coach volunteers so that there is a oneto-one ratio of coaches to athletes.

To those who are interested in volunteering but

came back to the program.

might be hesitant, Pritchett said, “there’s noth-

in coming to events. His coaches and fellow ath-

definitely worth your while.”

Caputo said Jeff always expresses enthusiasm

letes have encouraged and inspired to him to do
personal exercise and to eat healthier.

The best part of coming to Special Olympics,

Hansen said, is being able to bowl and the
friends that he has made.

“(When I come) I feel really good,” said Patrick

Phillips, an athlete and Chris’s brother. “It has

ing to be afraid of. It will change your life. It is
Anyone interested in volunteering with the

program can contact specialolympicsteams@
usu.edu or call 435-258-8236.

— dillanpassmore@aggiemail.usu.edu
@Dirtyghettopass
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OPINION

Remembering
Erik Gray

Letters to the editor can be
hand-delivered or mailed to
The Statesman the TSC, Room
311,or can be emailed to statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or click
www.utahstatesman.com for
more letter guidlines and a box
to submit letters.

LAZY
IN LOVE
We have generally and greatly lost the

genuine nature of Valentine’s Day.

Feel free to insert a “commercialization has

killed holiday x” argument here, I’ll let your

imagination handle that one and remain silent
on the matter. I like to try believing that very,
very few people wake up with malintent.

However, I believe we’ve allowed ourselves to
get lazy on love.

To be 100 percent fair, I miss the days of

Valentine’s boxes made from old shoe boxes
Erik Gray
Erik Gray poses for a photo in a canyon in St. George in March 2015 right after finding out his cancer was temporarily in remission.

Erik Gray lost an on-again, off-again bat- adventure,” he said.
tle with cancer on Friday morning. He was USU really is the best around academicalinitially diagnosed with megral epidermal ly and socially, Gray said.
carcinoma cancer when he was 16, but de- “Logan’s amazing and I finally feel like
spite receiving treatment for his cancer, it I’ve found my place,” Gray said. “The Agcame back multiple times.
gie family is a real thing … I was in Logan
He finished his chemotherapy treatfor a year … and then yeah.”
ment in April 2015 and hoped the cancer
Gray’s doctors told him his cancer came
wouldn’t come
back right beback for good.
fore he started
His motto in life
his senior year
“If you have the chance
was YOLO. He
at USU, but this
to do something fun, why
started saying it
time they said it
not?”
as a joke, but it
was terminal.
— Erik Gray
eventually stuck.
“I was angry at
“Especially with cancer, anybody’s days
first and really upset,” she
are numbered I just really want to get the said. “But miracles do happen.”
most out of every day,” he said.
He said his faith in the Church of Jesus
Gray transferred to USU, where he stud- Christ of Latter-day Saints helped him
ied speech-language pathology, was a
come to the understanding that everymember of the A-Team and was known
thing happens for a reason.
for his appearance in the Snapchat story
“I just, I don’t know, like to do fun stuff
which went viral last spring — he was No and make it worth it,” he said.
Spoiler Boy.
*These quotes were taken from an inter“The SnapChat story was my best Logan view with Erik Gray on Aug. 19, 2016.

Because of Erik

Because of Erik Gray, Utah State is an Aggie

family. Erik was a friend, A-team member,

COMD student and most importantly he made
your day better by being there for you.

Whether he was yelling YOLO while sledding
down Old Main Hill or guiding new students

around USU for the first time, he always had a

Erik was. Erik passed away after his battle
with cancer Friday morning at 6:45 a.m.,

surrounded by loved ones in Cedar City. What

relax and enjoy the moment, and stay stronger
together.

Because of Erik, I am a better person and

the Gray family may not know is hundreds of

now I hope I can be like that for someone else.

great man that day.

and friendship he fought for have not. I know

family members in Logan also mourned a

Because of Erik, we can be better human

Erik’s life has come to an end but the values
he would want us to “keep running” and

smile on his face and joy in his eyes.

beings. I found wisdom and inspiration

and didn’t fail my anatomy of the ear class.

Without A Fibula. As it states in the bio, “In

Monday, February 20, 2017, at 725 South

my left leg to replace cancer-infected bone in

held on Sunday, February 19, 2017, from

Because of Erik, I had a friend to study with

Because of Erik, I had support in my campaign
for my current position in USUSA. Because of
Erik, I am who I am today. Hundreds of

students and faculty members across campus
have similar but individual stories such as

mine. Erik’s overwhelming love for others and

his innate passion for service helped create the
Aggie Family we have today.

Because of Erik, our Aggie family is mourning

but we can be the good in the world just as

through Erik’s blog, which is called Life

December 2012, my fibula was taken out of

my chin. This is all about my experiences with

cancer and the growth that I have had because
of it!” I’ve learned so much from the experiences Erik has shared there. As I reread his
last post after hearing that he had passed

away, I noticed how even near his death he

was thinking of others. He invites everyone to
set goals and complete them, take time to

change the world just like he did.

Erik’s funeral will be held at 11:00 am on

1100 West, Cedar City, UT. A viewing will be
6:00-8:00 pm at Southern Utah Mortuary (190
North 300 West, Cedar City, UT). A viewing

will be held on Monday, February 20, 2017,

from 9:30-10:30 am at the Cedar West Stake
Center.

— Teigan Beck is the USUSA Education &

Human Services Senator.

teiganbeck@gmail.com

back in the golden days of elementary school. I
was also looking forward to doing all of the
cliché V-day things for my bride on our first
Valentine’s Day, until she mentioned how

much she hates the holiday. Now I couldn’t
agree with her more

The weekend prior to February 14, my wife

and I entered a Walmart after walking past

massive shipping crates that I can only assume
contained St. Patrick’s and Easter parapherna-

lia stocked up and ready to go for February 15.
What we walked into was the shipping crates

from the previous month that had vomited all
over the store. Red and pink hearts, balloons,
flowers, chocolates, sweaters and women’s
“unmentionables,” as we like to call them,

suffocated the shoppers. “Fake” was the word
used to describe the scene before our eyes.
We have allowed ourselves as a general

society to become complacent in showing love
and affection. Celebrating Valentine’s Day is

not an issue — replacing the other 364 days of
love (363 if you also celebrate an anniversary)
is.

Our generation is all about shedding old

stigmas and stereotypes, so let’s rid ourselves
of the clichés of grabbing last minute flowers
and chocolates, possibly a cute little teddy
bear holding an “I love you” or “Be Mine”

heart. Guys, girls, get a flower or two for your
SO on a Wednesday in June and any other

given day. Megan Crosland, a coordinator in
the Student Involvement and Leadership

Center said her husband buys her flowers a
month before V-Day and tells her that she

shouldn’t have to wait for Valentine’s Day. No
one should have to wait for someone to
express their love for them.

Think about this: if you know you’re going to

buy flowers and chocolates, go to dinner and
participating in another classic Valentine’s

activity — the same as every other year — is it
really a special day?

Let’s make sure those in our lives know we

care about them, day in and day out. Every
now and then, let’s do something extra,

making it extra special. And when Valentine’s
Day rolls around each year, let’s shake it up

and show love in different ways and to more
people.

Valentine’s Day may have some benefit,

however — chocolate is now on clearance.
— Richard Poll is a junior majoring in

international studies. He’s still wondering what
his wife did wrong to end up marrying him.
richard.poll@aggiemail.usu.edu
@richard_poll
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR
BOAT TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND.
Free 3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL
1-800-360-4120

Miscellaneous
Comcast Hi-Speed Internet -$29.99/mo (for
12 mos.) No term agreement. Fast Downloads! PLUS Ask About TV (140 Channels)
Internet Bundle for $79.99/mo (for 12 mos.)
CALL 1-888-989-2461.

Safe Step Walk-In Tub Alert for Seniors.
Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the humane
Bathroom falls can be fatal. Approved by Arthing. Donate it to the Humane Society. Call
thritis Foundation. Therapeutic Jets. Less Than
1- 800-849-1593
4 Inch Step-In. Wide Door. Anti-Slip Floors.
American Made. Installation Included. Call
Building Materials
800-682-1403 for $750 Off.
METAL ROOF/WALL
Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings. Mill
Got Knee Pain? Back Pain? Shoulder Pain?
prices for sheeting coil are at a 4 year low. You
Get a pain-relieving brace at little or NO cost
get the savings. 17 Colors prime material, cut
to you. Medicare Patients Call Health Hotline
to your exact length. CO Building Systems
Now! 1- 800-914-8849
1-800-COBLDGS
Financial
Have 10K in Debt? National Debt Relief is
rated A-Plus with the BBB. You could be debt
free in 24-48 months. Call 1-855-756-1960
now for a free debt evaluation.

MobileHelp, America?s Premier Mobile
Medical Alert System. Whether You?re Home
or Away. For Safety and Peace of Mind. No
Long Term Contracts! Free Brochure! Call
Today! 1-844-327-2976

Exede satellite internet Affordable, high
SAVE YOUR HOME! Are you behind payspeed broadband satellite internet anywhere in
ing your MORTGAGE? Denied a Loan
the U.S. Order now and save $100. Plans start
Modification? Is the bank threatening forecloat $39.99/month. Call 1-855-520-5300
sure? CALL Homeowner’s Relief Line now
for Help. 844-674-0560
Funerals can be very expensive. Can your
loved ones afford it? Protect them with Final
Health & Nutrition
Expense Insurance. Call today to learn more:
IF YOU HAD a hip replacement between
855-385-4442
2008 and present and needed to undergo a revision surgery to remove the original compoStop paying for EXPENSIVE AUTO REnents, you may be entitled to compensation.
PAIRS! Get discounted warranty coverage
Call Attorney Charles H. Johnson 1-800-535from the wholesale source, and don’t pay for
5727
expensive covered repairs! Start saving now!
844-220-8450
ATTENTION SMOKERS: Stop smoking
with TBX-FREE! Clinically proven. More efSpectrum Triple Play TV, Internet & Voice
fective than patch or gum! Fast acting ? No
for $29.99 ea. 60 MB per second speed No
Side Effects. 88% success rate! Just $1.67 per
contract or commitment. We buy your existing
day with 1 month supply. CALL 1-855-610contract up to $500! 1-800-608-3361
8785
DISH TV - BEST DEAL EVER! Only
Lung Cancer? 60 or Older? If So, You and
$39.99/mo. Plus $14.99/mo Internet (where
Your Family may Be Entitled To A Significant
avail.) FREE Streaming. FREE Install (up to
Cash Award. Call 800-778-4167 To Learn
6 rooms.) FREE HD-DVR. Call 1-800-611More. No Risk, No Money Out of Pocket
1081
Help Wanted
Personals
QUALITY TRANSPORTATION IS
Meet singles right now! No paid operators,
hiring Maintenance Mechanics and CDL-A
just real people like you. Browse greetings, exDrivers. Locations in Nevada. MUST BE
change messages and connect live. Try it free.
WILLING TO RELOCATE. Call 775-635Call now: 800-359-2796
2443 or www.qtinv.net for application.
Drive with Uber. You’ll need a Smartphone.
It’s fun and easy. For more information, call:
1-800-939-8254
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BACKBURNER

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.

@UtahStatesman

Need help paying
your RENT?

Bear River Regional Housing
Authority is accepting applications for
their monthly rental assistance
program.
The Housing Authority has
preferences for families, people with
disabilities and the elderly.
Please contact Bear River Association
of Governments (BRAG) at
(435) 752-7242 or come to our office at
170 North Main, Logan, Utah or
2535 S HWY 89 Perry, Utah.
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$6/ Day!
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CALENDAR | FEBRUARY 16-19
A
AD
DD
D Y O UR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16
Utah Quilt Guild 40th
Anniversary Exhibition

Better Notes = Better
Grades

Speaker Nicholas Kristof
‘Sex, Gender, Politics’

International Students
Social

Brigham City Museum

Utah State University

Edith Bowen Labratory School
Auditorium

Merrill Cazier Library 101

Free, 11 a.m.

Free, 12:30 p.m.

Free, 7 p.m.

Free, All day

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17
Utah Quilt Guild 40th
Anniversary Exhibition

Hardware Ranch WMA
Sleigh Rides

USU Women’s Gymnastics

Fry Street Quartet

Brigham City Museum

Hardware Ranch

Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
$1-$5, 7 p.m.

USU Performance Hall

PetSmart National
Adoption Event

USU Women’s Basketball

Ryan Shupe and the
Rubberband in Concert

Logan PetSmart

$1-$5, 2 p.m.

Free, 11 a.m.

$3-$5, 12 p.m.

$5-$10, 7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18
NEHMA Family Art Day
Merrill-Cazier Library
Free, 11 a.m.

Free, 1 p.m.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19
Hardware Ranch WMA
Sleigh Rides
Hardware Ranch
$3-$5, 10 a.m.

Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

Box Elder High School
$25, 7 p.m.

